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Industry and sunshine
Australia as home in the displaced persons’ camps 

of postwar Europe

Ruth Balint

Australia’s Displaced Person’s Program attracted over 180,000 migrant-
labourers to Australia between 1947 and 1952. O!cial and popular memory 
remembers the scheme as evidence of Australia’s attraction as a country 
of salvation and new beginnings, and an escape route from the wartime 
devastation and postwar Communist perils of Europe. But competition 
with other resettlement nations with stronger pro"les and a distinct lack 
of interest from a substantial number of Displaced Persons (DPs) meant the 
Australian government had to work hard to recruit the migrants it considered 
the ‘best types’. #is article explores the massive Australian publicity drive 
in the DP camps of Occupied Europe, the evidence of which challenges the 
immigration narrative of Australian exclusivity and desirability. Further, I 
argue that the products used to sell Australia overseas as a new homeland 
articulated a speci"c postwar vision of the nation and at the same time, a 
speci"c narrative of postwar Communist Europe and its victims.

#is article has been peer-reviewed.

In 1949, the journalist Frank Clune went on a government funded tour of 
the Displaced Persons (DP) camps of Europe and then wrote a book about 
it. He dedicated it to the architect of Australia’s "rst mass immigration 
scheme, Arthur Calwell. Commissioned to promote the scheme to a 
sceptical public back home, Clune reassured his readers of the stringency 
of Australian immigration procedures: ‘Many candidates rejected by 
Australia for physical or “security” reasons are accepted without question 
by the U.S.A and other countries.’1 Clune’s account that gave Australia 

1 Frank Clune, All Roads Lead to Rome: A Pilgrimage to the Eternal City, and a Look Around 
War-Torn Europe (Sydney: Invincible Press, 1950), 178.
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the "ttest of the DPs, mentally and physically, conformed to o!cial 
narratives of Australia’s DP immigration scheme, in which Australia was 
described as a promised land for the few chosen to help build Australia 
into a strong, vigorous economy. #eir "tness for Australia was equally 
de"ned, in Clune’s account, by their heroic rejection of Bolshevik tyranny 
in their hope for a democratic future. ‘Every adult DP has made the choice 
between Communism and Freedom’, he wrote. ‘#at is why they are the 
DPs. #ey have preferred freedom, even at the cost of permanent exile 
from the lands of their birth.’2

Australia’s muscle-building initiative was therefore also understood 
as a rescue mission. #e DPs, as presented by Clune, were victims of a 
bar baric Communism enveloping Eastern Europe, and Australia would 
be their salvation. However, this impression of Australia as both highly 
selective and highly desirable con$icts with observations o%ered by 
Clune’s contemporaries in postwar Europe at the time. In the words of 
"lm director Ron Maslyn Williams, on location in Germany to make the 
"lm Mike and Stefani in the winter of 1948/49, ‘from the point of view of 
many D.Ps Australia is the gambler’s shot when attempts to get to America 
have failed … As one intelligent DP put it to me “It is Australia or Siberia 
or starvation”.’3 #is article argues that, contrary to both pop ular memory 
and the bulk of historical scholarship, Australia had to work hard to "ll its 
immigration quota from the DP camps, competing against other countries 
with far stronger, more popular pro"les than its own. Even before Calwell 
toured the refugee camps of Germany and became aware of the ‘splendid 
human material’ to be found among the DPs, reports were "ltering back 
to Canberra about the danger that other western governments might 
skim ‘the whole of the cream’ if Australia did not act quickly.4

#is article addresses the ways in which Australia prosecuted its DP 
scheme in the DP camps of postwar Europe. In order to encourage those 
DPs who were considered the ‘best types’ by Australian authorities to 
apply for its resettlement program, the Department of Immigration, 
together with the Department of Information, invested in a strong 
marketing campaign to promote Australia throughout the DP camps of 
Occupied Europe.5 Calwell determined that ‘Australia was to be sold as a 

2 Ibid., 40–41.
3 Stanley Hawes Collection, Box 54, 35864, National Film and Sound Archive (NFSA), 

Canberra.
4 Andrew Markus, ‘Labour and immigration 1946–49: the displaced persons program’, 

Labour History 47 (November 1984): 78.
5 From 1945, the Department of Information, created under Robert Menzies in 1939, was 

responsible for Australia’s international image, primarily in control of both immigration 
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welcoming, exciting destination, with migrant workers being “invited to 
share our life in the best country in the world.”’6 Films, radio programs, 
booklets, posters and public lectures made up a wide-ranging catalogue 
of items for public exhibition, the scale of which is unique to this chapter 
in Australia’s immigration history. #e Australia produced in these 
o%erings for the DP market was of a prosperous homeland of sunshine, 
industry, freedom and opportunity. It embodied the postwar vision of 
a country just emerging from the war years of austerity, in which the 
home represented the centrepiece of the ‘good life’, or more speci"cally 
in these years, an ‘Australian Way of Life’: as Allon notes in this volume, 
this meant ‘owning a home in a modern suburb, raising a family, and 
enjoying steady, reliable employment’.7

Alongside the substantial publicity drive in the camps of Europe to 
convince DPs of the suitability of Australia, the government was also 
engaged in a propaganda exercise at home to convince an Australian public 
of the virtues of the scheme and their assimilability. Australian historians, 
although cognisant of the mythical underpinnings of the multicultural 
creation story, have tended to focus on the reception of DPs in Australia 
rather than the drive to attract them in Occupied Europe.8 Jayne Persian 
has done the most thorough analysis of Australia’s DP scheme in its 
International Refugee Organisation (IRO) context, examining Australian 
migrant recruitment in postwar Europe, particularly in light of the White 
Australia ideology that shaped the exercise. Although Persian notes that 
Australian o!cers sent to the DP camps ‘actively’ recruited migrants, 
listing some of the propaganda material used by Australian authorities, 

and tourism publicity. As Justine Greenwood argues in a forthcoming article for History 
Australia, the o!cially sanctioned idea that the ‘migrant follows the tourist’ meant that 
tourism and immigration publicity were intertwined and often used interchangeably 
in the postwar era. Justine Greenwood, ‘#e Migrant Follows the Tourist: Australian 
Immigration Publicity after World War II’, unpublished article courtesy of the author.

6 Jayne Persian, ‘Displaced Persons (1947–1952): Representations, Memory and 
Commemoration’ (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 2011), 81.

7 Fiona Allon, ‘Domesticity and Nation’ in this issue.
8 For the DP program and experience in Australia, see Jayne Persian, ‘Displaced Persons 

(1947–1952)’; Egon Kunz, Displaced Persons: Calwell’s New Australians (Canberra: 
Australian National University Press, 1988); Jock Collins, Migrant Hands in Distant 
Lands: Australia’s Postwar Immigration (Sydney: Pluto Press, 1988); Anna Haebich, 
Spinning the Dream: Assimilation in Australia 1950–1970 (Fremantle: Fremantle Press, 
2007); Markus, ‘Labour and immigration, 1946–49’, 73–90. For the DP chapter in a 
longer immigration history: Klaus Neumann, Refugee Australia: Australia’s Humanitarian 
Record (Kensington: University of New South Wales Press, 2004); James Jupp, From 
White Australia to Woomera: !e Story of Australian Immigration, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007); Eric Richards, Destination Australia: Migration to 
Australia Since 1901 (Kensington: University of New South Wales Press, 2004).
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she does not provide a full analysis of this publicity.9 Overall, there are no 
dedicated histories of the Australian presence in occupied Germany, and 
very little scholarly attention has been given to the Australian engagement 
with the international welfare agencies, the DPs or the Germans. Instead, 
Jean Martin’s early description of the DP period as ‘years of empty, idle 
uncertainty’ before resettlement is indicative of classic interpretations of 
this postwar period as an ‘empty’ interlude of transition, bracketed by war 
and the making of new lives in a new homeland.10 New evidence discussed 
in this article challenges this orthodoxy, revealing the DP camps as the 
site of an intense workshop for the production of an Australian vision of 
home that both embodied and marked the postwar era.

Australia and the DP Scheme
Millions of people across Europe were uprooted by the Second World War. 
As Atina Grossman describes it, by the spring and summer of 1945 all of 
war-torn Europe was ‘a moving stream of humanity’, as around 20 million 
clogged its roads and trampled its borders, ‘straggling from east to west, 
and west to east’.11 During these chaotic months the United Nations 
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) together with the 
Allied military authorities, mass repatriated, sometimes by force, around 
six million DPs from German territory, and set up hundreds of assembly 
centres, or ‘DP camps’, to house those 1.2 million who refused, or were 
unable, to return home.12 Stretching from northern Germany across 
Austria to southern Italy, this vast constellation of refugee camps became, 
in the minds of some contemporaries, the most conspicuous symbol of the 
massive challenge the Allies faced in the struggle for a secure Europe. ‘As 
long as a million persons remain with refugee status’, Eleanor Roosevelt 
announced to the United Nations General Assembly in December 1946, 
‘they delay the restoration of peace and order in the world’.13

By the time Australia’s immigration o!cers were dispatched to 
Occupied Europe in July 1947, ideas about how to manage Europe’s DPs 

9 Jayne Persian, ‘Displaced Persons (1947–1952)’, 81–82.
10 Jean Martin, Refugee Settlers: A Study of Displaced Persons in Australia (Canberra: 

Australian National University Press, 1965), 5.
11 Atina Grossmann, Jews, Germans and Allies: Close Encounters in Occupied Germany 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007), 131.
12 #ese o!cial "gures did not include the 12 million or so ethnic German expellees of 

East-Central Europe and Soviet Russia on German soil, who represented a distinctly 
separate group to the DPs in the minds of the Allies.

13 Gerard Daniel Cohen, In War’s Wake: Europe’s Displaced Persons in the Postwar Order 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 9.
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were shifting. #e deepening Cold War had signi"cantly altered Allied 
understandings of how to manage the refugee crisis. By mid-1946, as more 
refugees began streaming into Germany and Austria $eeing Eastern and 
Central Europe, bolstering the numbers of the original postwar cohort 
of DPs in the camps, e%orts at repatriation had stalled. #e IRO replaced 
the UNRRA in April 1946, and largely abandoned the goal of repatriation 
in favour of resettlement. Australia, with its "rst mass immigration 
program, joined a number of western nations already answering the 
IRO request for resettlement countries.14 #ese resettlement programs, 
although dressed as humanitarian responses to the European refugee 
crisis, were essentially labour supply schemes for postwar economies. As 
Malcolm Proudfoot, a US army o!cer stationed in Occupied Europe who 
later produced a serious study on the subject of refugees, wrote, ‘in spite 
of all the protestations of sympathy, the pivot of national immigration 
policies in almost all the countries was strictly practical and closely 
related to domestic labour requirements’.15

#e IRO also overhauled the ad hoc screening process for assessing DP 
security status and transformed it into a complex procedure made uniform 
across all the Allied zones of occupied Europe. Each DP who entered 
the camp system underwent a bureaucratic labyrinth of interviews and 
questionnaires to determine their eligibility as DPs. Originally aimed 
at weeding out potential collaborators and war criminals, the focus of 
screenings shifted in the period of the IRO to "nding out whether a 
DP’s ‘democratic’ narrative was intact. #e Cold War meant a strategic 
refocusing away from the wartime pasts of millions of people whose 
pro"les were being recast as refugees of oppressive Communist regimes 
rather than victims of Nazism.16 Clune described the DPs as ‘exiles from 
their homelands which have fallen under Bolshevik domination’, and 
the IRO scheme as ‘an admission of Russia’s permanent conquests of the 
small nations and free democracies of Eastern Europe’.17 Stalin, not Hitler, 
had become the ‘reason’ for displacement, and the test of eligibility now 
often came down to proof of one’s anti-Communism. As Cohen writes, 
by 1950 ‘refugees deemed “imposters” and “security threats” in the days 

14 Belgium, France and Great Britain had pioneered DP emigration schemes over a year 
earlier. Canada and a number of Latin American countries were also actively recruiting 
DPs as migrants before Australia.

15 Malcolm Proudfoot, European Refugees: A Study in Forced Population Movements 1939–
1952 (London: Faber, 1957), 418.

16 Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe Since 1945 (New York: #e Penguin Press, 2005), 
808.

17 Clune, All Roads Lead to Rome, 227.
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of UNRRA were now o%ered the chance to emigrate to Australia or the 
North American continent’.18

Australia’s immigration o!cers were equipped with a strong sense 
of national responsibility but a faint knowledge of European politics, 
European languages, and the complicated issue of European postwar 
geography. Australian selection o!cers relied heavily on IRO security 
screenings. Persian notes that the teams ‘operated with minimal 
instruction from Canberra on the issue of politics in the selection process’, 
and Australian o!cers generally assumed that the IRO had already 
screened out any undesirable or illegitimate DPs. She quotes George 
Kiddle, one of the Australian o!cers, who described performing around 
138 interviews in a morning – ‘so it was pretty perfunctory wasn’t it’.19

Although Australia’s security screenings might be considered to have 
been super"cial, its emphasis on medical testing and ensuring the 
right types applied to its resettlement program were stringent. Physical 
attributes counted above all else. Each male was expected to be able 
to perform hard, manual work. Women were expected to undertake 
domestic labour. But most importantly, each candidate was expected to be 
young, healthy and white, all discernible characteristics in a perfunctory 
interview. #ose from the Baltic states were favoured. In what has become 
the iconic image of Australia’s DP scheme, pictures published at the time 
show the "rst cohort of 800, famously ‘hand picked’ for their blue eyes, 
blond hair, youth and good health, gathering in front of a beaming and 
benevolent Calwell as he welcomed them o% the boat.20 As Harold Grant, 
a migrant selection o!cer, explained, choosing suitable candidates was 
governed by the understanding that ‘[t]hese were the people that you and 
I could consort with on Bondi Beach’. Jews, often concentration camp 
survivors, were considered weak and too foreign. In Grant’s words, these 
‘weren’t replicas of the Bondi lifesaver, as we wanted to make out about 
the “beautiful Balts” … #ese were people less physically attractive than 
the ordinary displaced persons. You could see from that what they’d been 
through’.21 Refugees were to resemble Australia’s ‘own kind’ as closely as 
possible.22

18 Cohen, In War’s Wake, 49.
19 Persian, ‘Displaced Persons (1947–1952)’, 97–98.
20 For a more thorough description of the selection of the "rst DPs for publicity, see ibid., 

91–93.
21 Interview with Harold Grant, Related Material, Film Australia’s Immigration DVD, 195 

mins, 2004.
22 Neumann, Refuge Australia: Australia’s Humanitarian Record, 32–33. By 1951, there was 

strong protest at the exclusion of the Germans from the IRO scheme, who many, Clune 
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Francesca Wilson, a British humanitarian worker and writer, witnessed 
the Australian interviews "rst-hand:

I watched the Australian Consul selecting immigrants for the 
country and felt in the brief interviews all the dramatic tensions of 
the D.P. world. #e majority were accepted, they had already been 
vetted by the IRO and passed several medical examinations … But 
some, for what seemed tri$ing physical defects were rejected. What 
will be their fate in a country packed with its own refugees? #ey 
looked as if a judge had pronounced a doom.23

Wilson’s article, published in the IRO broadsheet World Horizon, was part 
of an IRO push for emigrant countries to inject more humanity into their 
selection processes, at a time when the IRO was beginning to wind down 
operations after 1950, and plans to close the camps were already decided. 
Although a positive account of the opportunities o%ered by migration to 
Australia, the article was also gently critical of resettlement countries 
that rejected the elderly, the sick or the handicapped. Australia’s policy 
began to soften after 1949, in reluctant recognition of the fact that young 
adult refugees without older dependents were in short supply; but the 
emphasis on "tness remained.24 Wilson gives a tragic example of the 
impact of these policies on those DPs labeled by the IRO as the ‘hard 
core’, the unwanted left behind by countries like Australia. In the camp 
where she was based, a ‘distinguished, old Latvian, totally blind’ hanged 
himself. ‘He had three daughters who refused to emigrate without him – 
this was the only way he could set them free.’

However, Wilson began her piece by describing the ‘new and happy lives 
overseas’ that young DPs were creating in Australia. For them, ‘there was 
the prospect of a job with trade union wages, social security and a home 
for their children far from the nightmare dangers of Europe, too empty 
and too far, the D.P. thinks, to be worth blasting with atom bombs’. 
Alongside her text, a series of photographs show a young DP’s journey 
to Australia and a new future: the arrival by ship, the "rst pay packet, 
the new home: ‘and now, with a pretty wife and a little place of his own, 
Werner Bauman is home at last – in Canberra, Australia’, the "nal caption 

included, felt were the best ‘type’ available. O. D. A. Oberg, deputy commissioner to the 
Commonwealth Immigration Advisory Council, toured the DP camps in 1951, and in 
his recommendations, he described the German refugee as the ‘best material available’: 
European Migration: Tour of Europe by Mr O. D. A. Oberg, NAA: A445, 140/6/1.

23 Francesca Wilson, ‘Emigration New Style’, World Horizon April (1950): 11; IRO Records, 
43AJ-220, CARAN, Paris

24 For a description of the shift in policy, see Kunz, Displaced Persons, 46–47.
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reads under a picture of a young woman knitting and a man, presumably 
Werner, reading a newspaper.25

#ese pictures tell an important story of Australian e%orts to market 
itself. In a letter dated 8 December 1949 to the Department of Information 
in Canberra, Michael J. de Sherbinnen, public information o!cer for the 
IRO, requested photographs of resettled DPs ‘looking happy’ in the e%ort 
to convince DPs to apply for Australia:

#ese photos are destined for the camp populations and will be 
published on posters, and in IRO newspapers in Germany and 
Austria. Here again the matter is to impress displaced persons with 
the fact that they will receive excellent treatment in Australia and 
that they should apply to emigrate as soon as possible.26

#ese publicity materials, de Sherbinnen stressed, would be useful ‘in our 
e%orts to arouse more refugees to apply for resettlement in Australia’. 
Hugh Murphy, publicity o!cer for the Department of Immigration, 
promised pictures dealing with DPs ‘happily resettled in Australia’.27 It 
is likely that some of these ended up alongside Wilson’s article in World 
Horizon.

De Sherbinnen’s comments hint at Australia’s image problem in the 
DP camps. During the making of Mike and Stefani, a "lm about DPs 
commissioned by the Australian government for an Australian audience, 
Williams con"ded to his boss, Stanley Hawes, about the problems he 
was encountering in trying to "nd suitable participants in Germany for 
the "lm, not the least of which was the lack of enthusiasm for Australia 
among the refugees and their carers:

I am not blind to the splendid positive aspects of Australia’s 
participation in [the] IRO. But I must tell you that from the point 
of view of many D.P.s Australia is the gambler’s shot when attempts 
to get to America have failed, and that, quite literally, very many 
IRO o!cials regard Australia as a kind of modern Van Dieman’s 
(sic) land where they can dump the people who constitute IRO’s 
problem. I heard of one IRO o!cial last week who threatened an 
unco-operative D.P. that if he did not behave she would have him 
registered for Australia.28

25 As Robert Crawford demonstrates, this was a classic advertising image of domestic 
happiness in the 1930s and 1940s, complete with the requisite armchair, newspaper and 
busy wife. See Crawford, ‘Blueprints for the Future: Advertising and the Home’ in this 
issue. Page numbers.

26 IRO Records, AJ43/207.
27 IRO Records, AJ43/207.
28 Stanley Hawes Collection, NFSA.
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#e associations of Australia with Van Diemen’s Land, or with Siberia, 
was probably a reference to the labour contract each DP migrant was 
forced to sign, as much as it had to do with distance from Europe. As 
Sean Brawley explains in this collection, each person who enlisted in the 
Australian resettlement scheme had to sign a two-year labour contract, 
thereby agreeing to go anywhere and undertake any job allocated by 
the Commonwealth. In practice this usually meant rural locations, 
in unskilled labouring work. A statement by one DP, Dragoljob Spasic, 
describes the ‘Communist’ rumours that circulated in the DP camps in 
Germany about Australia:

I came here despite Communist propaganda in the DP camps 
against Australia … the propagandists said I should go back to 
Yugoslavia where there was liberty and that if I came to Australia I 
would be the [slave] of capitalists. #ey are still telling people in the 
German camps that they will be slaves if they come here.29

An o!cer in Bonegilla wrote to the Department of Immigration warning 
that some migrants in the centre were worried at what others were 
writing back to Europe:

#ere is a strong Communist campaign through the camps to 
discourage people from coming to Australia, with the promise 
that they will commit themselves to slavery … they say, that some 
people who have already come to Australia are writing to con"rm 
the facts of slavery and advising their friends, in any case, to give 
up hopes of coming to Australia because the migration scheme is 
slowing down.30

Despite these politicised references to anti-Australian publicity as the 
work of Communist deviants, Egon Kunz notes that by mid-1949 IRO 
o!cials had become alarmed at disturbing reports from refugees in 
Australia detailing the lack of work opportunities. He cites one letter:

It seems almost impossible to get a respectable job here even after 
the expiration of the government contract. And I am afraid that 
even Australian nationality will only give us a kind of second class 
citizenship.31

29 Statement by Dragoljob Spasic, no date. NAA, CP815/1, 021. 134 Attachment.
30 Memo to #e Secretary, Department of Immigration, author and date illegible. NAA, 

CP815/1, 021.134 Attachment. It is important to note that the metaphor of slavery was 
used by a number of critics of IRO resettlement practices. See Cohen, In War’s Wake, 112–
13.

31 Kunz, Displaced Persons, 218. 
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IRO o!cer Kathryn Hulme recalls the wave of alarm about Australia 
that spread through the mostly Polish camp of Wild$ecken, of which she 
was in charge:

In one of the letters from a Balt already in Australia, there had 
been mention of a fearful beast with unblinking eyes and spiny 
wings which one day was looking at the letter writer from out 
the top of his work boot. It was only a lizard with some kind of 
throat ru% that fanned out like wings when it was frightened, but 
it looked like a dragon to our Balt, in whose homeland there was 
no reptilian life of any sort … and it certainly expanded to dragon 
dimensions by the time the news of it spread through our Baltic 
population.32

But far more serious rumours, many of them well founded, reached 
the DP camps, including the conditions endured on the lengthy journey 
to Australia. A. C. Williams of the Australian News and Information 
Bureau based at Australia House in London, forwarded Hugh Murphy the 
translation of a letter that appeared in the Polish weekly, Kronika, which 
gave a damning account of the train and sea journey from Germany, 
through Austria to Naples, and then on to Australia. It told of lengthy 
delays, incompetent o!cials, hunger, cold and dirty conditions. ‘One 
reaction I have’, Williams wrote, ‘is that if this story could be written 
by a D.P., it underlines the risk that would be taken by I.R.O in pressing 
with their proposal for Australian press representatives to wander about 
with D.Ps’. It is unclear whether this proposal to send an Australian 
press delegation to the IRO camps in Germany went ahead – or whether 
this is what Clune in fact ful"lled – but Williams’ reaction highlights the 
perception among Australian authorities that publicity should be tightly 
controlled.

Evidence of antipathy to the Australian scheme, however, is further 
borne out in the IRO screening documents. Each DP who passed through 
the IRO system was required to complete an eligibility questionnaire, 
known as the Care and Maintenance form (CM/1 form). #is comprised 
a series of questions designed to assess an applicant’s security status. 
One of the "nal questions on the CM/1 form addressed the applicant’s 
desired destination. From what I have discovered by examining a 
sample of CM/1 documents found in the International Tracing Service 
archives in Germany, Australia rarely "gured on these forms, or was 
listed after the most sought after countries – Canada, Argentina or the 

32 Kathryn Hulme, !e Wild Place (London: Frederick Muller Ltd, 1954), 209.
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United States – in terms of preference.33 #is suggests that many boarded 
ships to Australia might have already been rejected by other countries, 
a possibility that further complicates the popular version of Australia’s 
postwar immigration story as one of rescue and new beginnings. It is true 
that for some DPs, as indicated by Francesca Wilson’s article, the distance 
Australia a%orded from war-torn Europe was an advantage; for others, 
it spelled a type of exile of Siberian proportions. Australia might in fact 
have been a country of last resort for some DPs.

Selling Australia to Europe’s displaced
#e Australian government knew it needed to intensify its marketing if 
it were to reach a target of 200,000 DPs, the "gure Calwell announced 
in 1948. Publicity was already a prominent component of the Australian 
strategy for recruiting British migrants. From 1947, as it became clear 
that the desired numbers of British migrants would not be forthcoming, 
attention in the publicity department began to shift to Europe. In a 
discussion between Vincent Greenhalgh, the chief of the Australian 
Military Mission based in Berlin (and later in Cologne), and A. C. Williams, 
who $ew from London to meet him, it was agreed that good publicity 
should be sent to ‘every DP in camps from which Australian immigrants 
might be selected’.34 At "rst the DPs became Williams’ part-time brief as 
immigration publicity o!cer for British migrants. By 1949 it had become 
apparent that someone was needed full-time in Europe to manage 
Australia’s information campaign, and Len Barsdell was dispatched from 
Canberra for the job.

Both Williams and Barsdell after him believed the need for publicity 
material was critical if the ‘best types’ were to be encouraged to apply, 
and both made herculean e%orts to increase Australia’s pro"le in the 
camps. Shortly after his arrival in Germany, Barsdell wrote to Hugh 
Murphy with a sense of urgency:

#e time is coming when all of the types of D.P’s will have left 
Germany and the various countries subscribing to the I.R.O will 
be faced with the fact that those remaining in the camps are the 
old men and women, the cripples and the invalids – in short, the 
unwanted … we have to move fast. #e next twelve months might 

33 Research conducted in 2008 and 2011 at the International Tracing Service, Bad Arolsen, 
Germany.

34 Report of A. C. Williams to Director-General of Information, Canberra, circa April 1948, 
NAA: CP815/1, 021.142 Part 2.
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be the most important in Australian immigration history. We 
have made the sky the limit and we are working all out to get the 
numbers and the types in the time.35

‘Every camp in the British Zone – and I am sure throughout the whole 
of western Germany – is literally crying out for material on Australia’, 
he continued. Reporting on a 12 day tour of the British Zone, Barsdell 
again stressed the need to move faster, noting ‘the sudden interest being 
taken in the D.P’s by the United States and Brazil, who are speeding up 
and extending their schemes and are unquestionably becoming a strong 
opposition’.36

From Barsdell’s correspondence it would appear that until his arrival 
in Germany, the visibility of Australiana in the camps was lacklustre, but 
in fact his predecessor Williams had worked hard to improve Australia’s 
pro"le, mainly with coloured posters, "lms and booklets. Poster 
exhibitions in the selection centres of the camps were conspicuous. 
‘We have prepared a series of pictorial-poster exhibitions primarily for 
Germany (and Austria) in D.P. camps’, Williams wrote to Murphy in 
September 1948. #ese were to consist of twelve large wall displays, each 
containing a dozen pictures and a tricolour poster, each wall depicting 
a di%erent subject of Australian society, environment and way of life.37 
Captions were to be in German, or German and English. Barsdell made 
speci"c mention of the interest these exhibits created in the camps, and 
asked for more:

Could you let me have more coloured posters depicting Australian 
primary and secondary industries, our playgrounds, our $owers, 
etc? While in London recently I saw samples of highly coloured 
posters printed by the Queensland State Government. #ese 
showed luscious tropical fruits and $owers and were very 
attractive. Perhaps you could get me a few hundred of these to help 
me build up my displays?38

Alongside these picturesque and educational examples, other posters 
were more direct appeals to certain DPs. ‘#ere’s a Man’s Job for You in 
Australia’ was a poster depicting a larger-than-life bronzed, muscular 
man wearing a slouch hat, singlet and trousers, marching towards the 

35 Letter from Len Barsdell to Hugh Murphy, 18 May, 1949, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134.
36 Letter from Barsdell to Kevin Murphy, 12 April, 1949, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134.
37 Letter from Williams to Hugh Murphy, 6 September, 1948, NAA: CP815/1, 021.142 Part 

2.
38 Letter from Barsdell to Hugh Murphy, 21 June, 1949, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134.
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viewer against a backdrop of rural and manufacturing images.39 Its 
clear lineage to enlistment campaign posters, and the visual references 
to the Anzac, both in dress and in his exaggerated virile masculinity, 
reinforced the muscular vision of Australia as a strong nation of youth 
and opportunity. ‘Australia Land of Tomorrow’ was another visually 
arresting poster designed by Joe Greenberg in 1948, depicting in 
colourful, cartoonish style a picture of rural life: a man rides a horse, 
another a tractor behind him, and there are some sheep, a farmhouse and 
a windmill.40 It is an illustration of the DP labour scheme as essentially 
rural and yet, the tomorrow of Australia in this image seems unusually 
reminiscent of a country more European than Australian with its quaint 
farmhouse, windmill, tractor, men and farm animals.

Under Williams’ direction from London, a number of publications were 
designed speci"cally for the DP market. German language productions 
were an important feature of the Australian publicity campaign; although 
funds didn’t stretch to other DP languages, it was thought that German 
was a common enough language among the refugees of Germany and 
Austria. ‘During the year nearly one and a half tons of material has been 
sent from here, and this covers publicity in the German and English 
languages’, Williams wrote in a report to Murphy. ‘It embraces more than 
fourteen di%erent posters and wall sheets, three di%erent maps, and 
our complete range of booklets, some for general discussion and some 
for reference.’41 Happy in a New Homeland was the "rst booklet produced 
in German, as Glück in der neuen Heimat, rolling o% the printing press 
in London in July 1948 at 55,000 copies.42 #e cover featured a group 
of young men splashing and swimming in the shadow of a Snowy River 
dam. ‘Warm sunshine and blue skies greeted 845 former citizens of Baltic 
countries last November when they reached Fremantle – western gateway 
of their new homeland, Australia’, the booklet begins. A photograph of 
young men and women leaning out of a train waving, alongside another 
picture of the berthed ship Kanimbla, accompanies the text; on the 
opposite page, Calwell, surrounded by o!cials, greets a woman wearing 

39 #ere’s a Man’s Job For You in Australia, Poster, Department of Information circa 1947, 
accessed 1 March 2013, http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-vn3279439.

40 Australia Land of Tomorrow, Poster, Department of Immigration, circa 1948, accessed 
1 March, 2013, http://museumvictoria.com.au/collections/items/246191/poster-
australia-land-of-tomorrow-department-of-immigration-circa-1948.

41 Report from Williams to Hugh Murphy, no date, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134 Attachment.
42 Letter from Williams to Hugh Murphy, 14 July 1948, NAA: CP815/1, 021.142 Part 2; 

and letter from Kevin Murphy, Acting Director-General Immigration to T. H. E. Heyes, 
Secretary Immigration, 22 July 1948, NAA: A436, 1948/5/506.
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traditional folk costume. ‘Smiles were on every face – on the faces of the 
Australians who welcomed them at the ship’s side, and of the new arrivals 
as they took their "rst look at their new country.’43

#e booklet tells the story of the "rst DP group’s journey of arrival, 
reception and resettlement. Calwell’s welcoming speech on the ‘sun-
drenched’ deck of the Kanimbla reminds the arrivals that they are here 
to ‘build up Australia … Write home and tell your people what conditions 
are like here for we need more, good young types like you’.44 Extracts from 
Australian newspapers welcoming the new arrivals are reprinted: ‘Eight 
hundred and forty three clear-skinned, sunbronzed, $axen-haired Balts 
– generally acclaimed as the "nest-looking party of postwar immigrants – 
"led o% the steamship Kanimbla at Port Melbourne today and entrained 
for Bonegilla’, gushed the Melbourne Herald. Sunshine, blue skies, endless 
horizons and wide open spaces were the main themes of this propaganda; 
a picture shows a group of young men and women playing chess in an 
open "eld, another of romance ‘blossoming in the sunshine’. #e industry 
of a young, vigorous country, a country of opportunity and plenty, marks 
the second. Jobs, and food, are plentiful. ‘#is Latvian girl is selecting 
a parcel of food to send home. She has chosen canned bacon rashers, 
canned peaches and meats, vegetables, sugar and cooking fat’, reads one 
text alongside a photograph of a young girl being served by an elderly 
shopkeeper, $anked by shelves of canned goods.

Bonegilla was described as a place to learn and to enjoy ‘complete 
freedom for the individual’. Evenings are ‘"lled with songs and laughter’. 
A special concert for the immigration minister at Bonegilla describes 
Estonians singing traditional song, Lithuanians wearing national 
costume, Latvians practicing their folk dancing. From Bonegilla, the story 
"nally moves to Canberra where a group of girls have found employment 
in government departments, and are settled in a guesthouse:

After being shown to their rooms in the new hostel, Balt girls sit 
down to a welcome cup of tea before luncheon. #ey have traveled 
a long way, and they are a little tired. But to these young folk it is 
more than just the end of a journey which started with the crash of 
war seven years ago. At long last, they have come home…

According to Williams, Glück in der neuen Heimat was enormously 
successful. ‘I am advised by several people that the booklet has created 

43 Glück in der neuen Heimat, English text for translation, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134 
Attachment.

44 Richard White, Inventing Australia: Images and Identity 1688–1980 (Sydney: Allen and 
Unwin, 1981), 64.
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an impression in D.P. camps already’, he wrote to Murphy. A second print 
run of 75,000 was authorised in February 1949.45

Reunion in Australia, or Die Wiedervereinigung in Australien, was a later 
production than Glück in der neuen Heimat.46 Captioned in both English 
and German, it also used a story format, this time recounting the journey 
of one young woman to Australia and her subsequent reunion with her 
mother.47 Unlike Glück in der neuen Heimat, this booklet was initially 
targeted more towards educating migrants already in Australia, or en 
route, about the possibility of sponsoring family members for passage 
to Australia.48 However it was also enlisted in the camps. In the classic 
language of assimilation, the story begins about ‘a young European girl 
who found her greatest happiness in Australia’:

It is a happy ending story. We shall not tell you the "rst part of the 
story. #at part was clouded by war and unhappiness. We shall tell 
you only about the happy ending which occurred in Australia.49

A story in pictures and prose, it traces the emotional reunion of the 
young girl (who was, in actual fact, a Mrs Natasha Shershunova) with her 
mother, from boat to train to the ‘pleasant inland town’ of Bathurst, and 
on to Bonegilla where food was plentiful, a canteen with delicacies was 
on hand, free clothes were issued, English classes held, and a reassuring 
chat with the Commonwealth Employment Service o!cer about a job 
arranged. ‘#is is our new homeland. Here is sunshine and spaciousness, 
peace and serenity’, the text reads under a photograph of mother and 
daughter, hand in hand on a country road. Pictures and text trace their 
time in Bathurst, a whirlwind trip to Sydney to shop and sightsee (the 
harbour, the lifesavers on Bondi Beach, Taronga Zoo) and their settling 

45 Memorandum from A. L. Hutt, Acting Secretary Immigration, to Hugh Murphy, 9 
February 1949, NAA: A436, 1948/5/506.

46 It seems that this was intended as an alternative to the reprint of Glück in der neuen 
Heimat. #is is explained in a letter from Hugh Murphy to Williams, where he lays out 
the story copy. NAA: CP815/1, 021.134 Attachment.

47 By early 1948 it was clear to Australian immigration o!cials that refugees of working age 
with no dependents were in short supply and in September 1948, the policy was changed 
to allow the entry of families as ‘economic units’, as long as non-working dependents did 
not outnumber working members. Dependents up to the age of 65 became eligible.

48 Letter from Hugh Murphy to Mr Foster, Editor of Pix, 23 March, 1949, NAA: CP815.1, 
021.134 Attachment. It is important to note that speci"c publications were also prepared 
purely for the purpose of distributing at Australian departure and arrival points to 
educate migrants about Australia. Australien Ihre neue Heimat (Australia Your New 
Homeland) was one example of a booklet published in German for distribution primarily 
at Naples, but was also handed out on board ships and at Australian reception centres.

49 Reunion in Australia, Australian News and Information Bureau, Australia House, London, 
1949, 1.
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down in Canberra to a new life; the number of photographs alone made 
this booklet an expensive production for mass distribution, and an 
important investment in the Australian publicity campaign. #e booklet 
ends with a $ourish and a plea:

#ere is a REUNION IN AUSTRALIA for you – a reunion with 
freedom, justice, happiness, good living, and the things you cherish 
most from the past.

Australia invites you to a new life in a new homeland. Tens of 
thousands of your people have already found happiness in Australia.

Tell your local IRO representative that you wish to be resettled in 
Australia. A happy future awaits you there.

Originally produced for the British migration market, Know Australia! 
was another booklet reprinted in German as a 48 page edition and 
distributed throughout camps in Germany and Austria. Unlike Glück 
in der neuen Heimat or Reunion, this was a densely written booklet of 
information for prospective migrants on a wide range of topics covering 
history, culture, living conditions and politics.50 #e cover features two 
men on horseback in the foreground, framed by a large boomerang and 
a farm fence. Behind them, a sun blazes above a city backdrop of high-
rise buildings and an aeroplane lifting into the sky. In the inside cover, a 
strong young man with blond hair pulls a "shing net towards him, muscles 
taut against the rope. Packed with "gures, the booklet used question and 
answer format, ranging from ‘How many farm workers are there?’, ‘How 
many live in cities and big towns?’ and ‘How many Australians to the 
square mile?’ to questions about climate, transport, wages, taxes, trade 
unions, the housing situation, education, and pensions. #e answer to 
‘Are the aborigines [sic] dying out?’ unusually takes up a whole page:

Many were badly treated in the early years, but it is estimated that 
there are still 50,000 full-blood aborigines and 25,000 half-castes on 
the mainland. #e aborigines are one of the most primitive peoples 
in existence. #ey have a highly developed culture, but possess, in 
their native state, no knowledge of metals or agriculture.

Statistics on wool, wheat, mutton, beef, sugar, irrigation, manufacturing 
and trade are comprehensively, faithfully relayed. A section on leisure 
(‘What is the beer like? … And the tobacco?’) is followed by a "nal section 
on parliamentary democracy. Clearly, immigration planners believed 
migrants needed detailed information on their new homeland. Yet for 

50 Know Australia! 8th ed., Australian Department of Information, Melbourne, May 1949.
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Barsdell, it was another publication, !e New Australian, that he felt ‘gets 
right down to the common man and tells D.P.s what their countrymen 
are doing in Australia’.51 #is was a monthly bulletin issued by the 
Immigration Department, distributed freely to migrant newcomers, 
but which also became part of the armoury of propaganda material 
"nding its way to European DP camps. Described by Kunz as ‘patronising 
propaganda styled in o%ensively childish English’,52 each issue contained 
examples of DP ‘success’ stories, such as that of the painter Michael 
Kmit pictured working on the railways, alongside another image of him 
painting in his studio, his daughters looking on. Or of the priest Anany 
Teodorowycz, pictured in workman’s clothes carrying a slab of timber, 
alongside another photograph of him in his Sunday robes, a large cruci"x 
dangling around his neck.53

Perhaps of greater reach in displaced Europe was the monthly IRO 
newsletter, published by its Geneva headquarters and distributed 
throughout its jurisdiction. Stories about Australia’s DPs, provided by the 
Australian Department of Information, were regular features, and usually 
described a talented individual or couple able to ful"l their obligations to 
the state without sacri"cing their chosen passions or careers. ‘A young 
Balt couple, who put aside their ballet slippers in order to win a new 
home in Australia, are dancing again, as members of Australia’s National 
Ballet company’, began one story, which told of how the couple worked 
in a brickworks and a clothing factory by day and danced by night ‘to 
the music of an old gramophone’.54 Another described the pianist Anatolij 
Mirosznyk, who worked for two years as a hospital orderly, yet practiced 
by night: ‘A Sydney industrialist who heard him one night, bought him a 
piano, arranged for his tuition at a conservatory and insured his hands 
for £20,000.’55

#ese success stories, it was hoped, would dispel anxieties about 
Australia’s lack of interest in people’s artistic or professional abilities. 
#is was Australia as the ‘lucky country’, a place where dreams were 
possible and opportunities bountiful, and the two-year labour contract a 
simple moral duty. Yet IRO’s pro"ling of Australia in its monthly reports 
hid a more urgent purpose. By 1950, the IRO was planning the closure of 

51 Letter from Barsdell to Hugh Murphy, 27 May 1949, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134.
52 Kunz, Displaced Persons, 145.
53 Reprinted in Kunz, Displaced Persons, 146–49.
54 IRO News Report, vol. 2, no. 1, 20 December 1950,??? IRO Records, AJ43/675.
55 IRO News Report, vol. 2, no. 7, 15 June 1951,??? IRO Records, AJ43/675.
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the camps which meant "nding homes for those who still had no place to 
go. In a letter to Barsdell, on 19 January 1950, de Sherbinnen wrote:

I hope we are not barking up the wrong tree in directing a 
somewhat increased information e%ort toward DPs who have not 
yet made resettlement plans. All of us in IRO are very anxious … 
that Australian selections be continued at the present rate. It would 
be ironic if we aroused increased interest in Australia among DPs 
only to "nd that the applicants had no hope of a selection because 
of a slowdown.56

Another avenue accessed by the ever-resourceful Australian publicity 
lobby was the DP press, which thrived throughout Germany and Austria. 
Weekly newspapers were published in Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian, 
Polish and Ukrainian and distributed freely to camp residents. Reporting 
back on a DP press conference he attended along with at least 57 DP 
newspaper editors in Vienna, the head of the Australian military 
mission, Brigadier Galleghan, discovered that prospects and experiences 
of resettlement were widely covered in their broadsheets, and he thought 
that Canberra should continue to push stories in this direction.57 His 
assurances to the DP editors of the fairness and largesse of the Australian 
scheme impressed at least one in attendance; the Auslandskurier 
published a substantial article on the General’s visit and the Australian 
scheme, including a breakdown of wages paid for various labouring jobs. 
DPs would not be ‘degraded to the status of cheap labour’, the reader is 
assured, and further, ‘Australia needs almost without exception all sorts 
of occupations, even trade and o!ce workers who are wanted nowhere in 
the world have a chance’.58

It is clear the Department of Information kept a close eye on this kind 
of publicity.59 In a letter to Galleghan, Marcella Slajchert, an IRO publicity 
o!cer, wrote: ‘I can only assure you that generally speaking, the DP Press 
does use most of the information sent out by your o!ce’:

As for the story about the young couple’s wedding in Australia 
– it was passed on to the Latvian press because the couple was 

56 IRO Records, 43AJ-207. Reyner refers to Charles T. Reyner, chief of the O!ce of Public 
Information of the US Zone of the IRO.

57 NAA: CP815/1, 021.134 Attachment.
58 Copy translation of ‘Auslandskurier’, 2 April edition, Vienna 1949, NAA: CP815/1, 

021.134.
59 #e CP815/1 series held in the National Archives of Australia contains a number of 

clippings of translated articles published in the DP Press, in particular "les CP815/1, 
021.134 and Attachment. Examples of DP newspapers collected include Ukrajinska 
Trybuna (Ukrainian); and Possev, Slowo Estolickie, Slowo Katolickie, and Kronika (all Polish).
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described as Latvian. But the Latvian editor baulked. It seems both 
the surname and the Christian name of the girl were more Russian 
than Latvian! … #is week we passed on to each DP paper a copy of 
your story: ‘#e Sun Danced on Australia’s Newest Citizens’ and to 
the Ukrainian paper: ‘Ukrainian Workers #ank Australia’s Prime 
Minister’ and we expect both to receive a printing.60

To build up a robust campaign in the camps advocating Australia 
as a new homeland, "lms were considered absolutely essential. Most 
camps had 16mm projectors and showings were a regular feature of 
camp life. ‘#ere are so many camps eager to get Australian "lms’, wrote 
Williams to Murphy, ‘and there is no doubt that every one we have 
purchased is being worked fully’.61 #ese were mostly local newsreels 
from the Australian Diary series and short "lms describing Australian 
places and industry. Films, such as Men Wanted in Australia (1947) 
and !is is the Life (1947), were made speci"cally by the Immigration 
Department for attracting overseas British migrants but were also 
distributed to Europe’s DP audiences. Later "lms such as Migrants Learn 
to be Australian Citizens (1949) and Tomorrow’s Australians (1949) were 
created speci"cally with a combined British and DP audience in mind. 
A ten-minute documentary, Tomorrow’s Australians, gives an overview 
of British and European DP migration to Australia, and includes 
typical scenes of migrants learning English, working in a factory and 
on a building site, and migrants in national costume being greeted by 
Calwell. It opens with a scene of refugees trudging along a country road, 
of buildings reduced to rubble, and the words: ‘#ese are the innocent 
victims of war. #ese were the farmers, the artisans, the students and 
the labourers of the small states of Europe. What lies ahead of them? 
People without a country, people without a home, people awaiting the 
chance to live again’.62

Industry and sunshine were recurrent themes in the publicity material. 
An emphasis on sunshine was meant, in the "rst instance, to imply 
di%erence from Britain, a landscape associated with cold, greyness and a 
permanent drizzle. But sunshine became the motif that de"ned freedom 
in a Cold War sense as well, by which Communism was often graphically 
illustrated in the media of the day as a place of grey assembly lines and 

60 Letter from Marcella Slajchert IRO to Brigadier F. G. Galleghan, Australian Military 
Mission, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134 Attachment.

61 Letter from Williams to Hugh Murphy, 25 March 1949, NAA, CP815/1, 021.134 
Attachment.

62 Tomorrow’s Australians was also the name of a bulletin put out by the Department of 
Immigration and distributed to migrants in DP camps.
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dark streets. Sunshine and plenty were meant to mark its opposite, as 
well as providing a stark contrast with the DP camps. ‘#ese are the 
drab barracks at Seedorf which are housing wives and children whose 
husbands have gone ahead to Australia’, reads the caption under a photo 
of wooden huts printed in an issue of the Australian Immigration bulletin 
for DPs, Tomorrow’s Australians: ‘Sunshine, shady trees and garden plots 
are what these people can expect at Bathurst and other reception centres 
in Australia.’63

Images of industry signalled development, prosperity and well paid jobs. 
In the "lm Men Wanted, for example, images of steelworks, car factories 
and food packaging plants are accompanied by sheep and wheat, meant 
to depict the progress and resources of the young country. Australia, 
the narrator intones, is ‘building homes for sunshine’, complete with 
gardens for children to play in. As Matthew Bailey and Fiona Allon show 
in this volume, a house and garden in the suburbs most clearly de"ned 
the idea of an Australian ‘way of life’ in the postwar era. #e story traces 
Pat, a British migrant, who works in a factory, joins a union, enjoys fair 
wages and is eventually able to undertake training for a skilled job with 
the Commonwealth Rehabilitation Training Scheme. A romance with a 
young Australian girl called Daphne, just out of the Australian Women’s 
Army, blossoms on a ferry ride on the harbour.64

Most remarkable in the catalogue of "lm material created for Australia’s 
DP recruitment drive was the German language promotional "lm Wir 
haben ein Heim, commissioned by the Department of Immigration 
and directed by Maslyn Williams (before his Mike and Stefani project). 
Following the proven story formula of the journey to make Australia 
home, it opens with the picture of a handsome young man, sitting on a 
Bonegilla hill, the waters of the Murray stretching out behind him. To 
the accompaniment of Baltic folk music (recorded at Bonegilla with an 
Estonian, Lithuanian and Latvian choir), the voiceover begins with a 
clear indication of its expected audience:

I am an Estonian. I am in Australia. I came here with 800 other 
people – Estonians, Lithuanians, Latvians. We came from Germany 
– from a displaced persons’ camp.

#e "lm follows him and his friends as they land in Perth, then on to 
Melbourne to the rousing words of Calwell’s welcome: ‘You have reached 

63 Tomorrow’s Australians, 11 October 1948, in IRO Records, AJ43/220.
64 !is is the Life, by contrast, is about opportunities for young women in Australia. #is was 

also screened in Europe’s DP camps.
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your journey’s end: #is is your new homeland’; and from there by train 
through the ‘wide landscapes of the south, where pastures stretch like 
oceans of grass’ to Bonegilla, to learn Australian ways. ‘#ey like to 
swim – to be in the open air – they like to have space around them.’ #e 
newcomers learn of beaches that ‘stretch for uncounted miles’, of 125 
million sheep, of ‘wheatlands that produce a yearly crop of more than 
200 million bushels’, of Australian industries of steel and machinery, of 
thriving cities. #e "lm ends with the Estonian lead walking through 
the long grass of the Bonegilla landscape. ‘We are among friends’, the 
narrator intones as the strains of Baltic choir singing swell once more in 
the background:

We have been a defeated people – a displaced people. Now we are a 
people with a future – free people. We have found a new home – we 
have found a new homeland.65

In 1948 Radio Australia also began broadcasting shortwave radio 
programs in German directly into the DP camps in the evenings. Barsdell 
reported back to Murphy after his tour of DP camps in the British Zone 
that Radio Australia’s special German transmissions to the DPs were well 
justi"ed. #e IRO had stopped giving out radio sets, which limited the 
audience, Barsdell found, but people ‘tune in to Radio Australia on their 
own or borrowed sets … #e D.P.s gather round and listen and convey 
the good news by word of mouth’.66 A program made by Reginald Drake 
under the heading ‘Background to Australia: A Tale of Two Christmases’, 
was a sentimental story about nine years in the life of a young boy called 
Gert, from his Latvian Christmas in 1938 to his Australian Christmas 
day in Bonegilla in 1947. #e program ends happily with a ‘homecoming’ 
of a sort:

It was the morning swim and the free walkabout on the other side 
of the lake that really made Christmas for Gert. It is not easy to say 
just what he thought about it. Having a shot at it himself, he said it 
made him feel at last he was again a ‘placed person’.67

65 #e script in the immigration "les reads ‘fatherland’, though ‘homeland’ is closer to the 
original of ‘Heimat’ used in the "lm.

66 Letter from Barsdell to the Director-General of Information, Canberra, 9 May 1949, 
NAA: CP815/1, 021.134. #e National Archives of Australia and the National Film 
and Sound Archive house Australian Broadcasting Commission archival material, but 
neither organisation was able to locate examples of these radio programs. It is evident 
from correspondence that they occurred, but apart from the Drake example, further 
content has so far been hard to ascertain.

67 Radio script by Reginald Drake for Radio Australia, Department of Information 
Shortwave Division, NAA: CP815/1, 021.134.
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What seems most striking in these examples is that an Australian 
homeland is so often depicted as pastoral and nostalgic in a European 
sense. Simon Schama describes the ‘poetic arcadia’ supplied by Henry 
Peacham in 1612 that became the later inventory of ‘the standard features 
of the humanist happy valley: rolling hills safely grazed by $eecy $ocks 
and cooled by zephyrs moist and sweet’, and which became the prototype 
for endless reproductions of England well into the twentieth century.68 
#ere are clearly parallels in some of the imagery that I have examined 
here. Presenting Australia in this way, as peacefully unchanging and pre-
modern, seems paradoxical in view of the other, equally pervasive image 
of a country of progress, innovation, modern cities and industry (which 
was no doubt partly motivated also by the need to reassure Europeans 
with pre-existing ideas of the Australian bush that cities and industry did 
exist). Yet these paradoxes were part of industrialised western societies 
everywhere, grappling with the attempt to forge an industrial future 
while mining a mythical pre-industrial past for nostalgic and typically 
rural visions of the stable, national home. It re$ected in part what was 
happening on a grander scale in post-1945 politics, described by Tony 
Judt:

What most people longed for in 1945 was social progress and 
renewal, to be sure, but combined with the reassurances of stable 
and familiar political forms. Whereas the First World War had a 
politicizing, radicalising e%ect, its successor produced the opposite 
outcome: a deep longing for normality.69

As Judith Brett notes, conservative leader Robert Menzies’ famous 
associations of the middle-class home with a simpler pre-modern way 
of life drew partly on the conservative and British construction of a 
rural way of life as more authentic, which Menzies transplanted into a 
suburban context.70 #is conservative language of home was also part of 
a Labor immigration discourse, but were coupled with the central motifs 
of Labor ideology: equal pay, trade unionism, the nobility of the working 
man.

Publicity material destined for the DP camps tells us at least as much 
about how Australian publicity makers imagined their Baltic audiences 
as they do about their construction of an Australian homeland. Mike and 

68 Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory (London: Fontana Press, 1996), 11.
69 Judt, Postwar, 82.
70 Judith Brett, ‘Menzies’ Forgotten People’, in Memories and Dreams: Re"ections on 20th 

Century Australia, ed. Richard White and Penny Russell (St Leonards: Allen and Unwin, 
1997),163.
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Stefani, for example, tells the story of a young, fair-skinned, handsome 
couple and two young children, tracing their journey through war and 
displacement to the years of anxious waiting and despair in the bleak 
world of the DP camps, to the happy salvation of Australian migration.71 
Maslyn Williams adopted similar imagery of the pre-war lives of his 
young Latvian heroes as he did for Wir haben ein Heim. #e opening of the 
"lm gives an indication of the stereotypes that informed Australian ideas 
of the collective pre-war past of DPs and hence the attempts to remodel 
a familiar Australian homeland. Filmed somewhere in Germany, Mycola 
and Stefania are pictured on their honeymoon; they wander together 
down a hill fringed with a "r forest, overlooking a village nestled at the 
foot of snow-capped mountains, Stefani wearing a traditional peasant-
style blouse. Down below, the church spire rises out of a little village 
square, horse-drawn wagons "lled with hay line the main cobble-stoned 
street, and a little café with whitewashed walls provides the happy young 
couple with a table and chairs on the sidewalk. #is imagery provides the 
right contrast to the subsequent shock of war and destruction. But it also 
embodies a mythical landscape of central and eastern Europe: Latvia, 
Lithuania and Estonia are invariably imagined as countries of small, rural 
villages or quaint provincial towns, their inhabitants simple, farming 
folk or European intellectuals. It is impossible not to see, in some of the 
products of Australia’s DP publicity campaign, a referencing of these 
ideas of a Baltic homeland in the remaking of an appealing Australia.

Conclusion
#e idea of Australia as the land of rescue from displacement to ‘placement’ 
was a cornerstone of the publicity strategy of a government organising 
the biggest immigration shift in Australia’s federated history. #e mass 
resettlement scheme would eventually become the opening chapter of 
a new creation story in the Australian narrative of nation. But equally, 
the investment in the production of Australia as home and homeland 
was profound. ‘#e "rst requirement of any publicity campaign is to 
establish attention value to the extent of establishing consciousness of 
Australia as a potential new homeland’ stated an internal departmental 

71 #e Australian public never got to see the "lm, banned for its apparently harsh depiction 
of a screening interview by an Australian immigration selection o!cer. To contemporary 
eyes the interview itself appears relatively benign, but it was enough, in the government’s 
view, to undermine a Cold War narrative of rescue legitimising its "rst mass immigration 
program.
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report.72 #e representation of an Australian homeland to its displaced 
European audience revolved around images and statements of freedom, 
democracy, industry and sunshine. But it must also be seen in the context 
of the Australian postwar vision, as a country whose destiny lay in both 
prosperity and whiteness, two ideals that were joined in the postwar 
political consciousness.

Historians have noted how the Australian authorities engineered the 
image of the DPs to an Australian audience. DPs, it was stressed, men and 
women such as the ‘beautiful Balts’ in the "rst cohort to arrive, would 
strengthen rather than threaten a White Australia. Less well known, 
however, are the ways in which the idea of Australia was sold to the DPs 
overseas. So that while Australians were being entreated to accept the 
‘New Australians’, DPs of a certain ‘type’ were being encouraged, if not 
beseeched, to accept Australia. #e enormous e%ort put in to marketing 
Australia to its desired overseas audience suggests that Australia 
struggled to "nd the numbers it wanted. #is changed, as the IRO 
moved to close the camps, options for resettlement were running out 
and Australia opened up its scheme to allow family dependents to join 
their breadwinners. But right through to the closure of almost all of the 
camps in 1951, Australia continued its enthusiastic campaign of selling 
Australia to the DPs. ‘Australian immigration o!cials are scattering 
booklets boosting Australia throughout all the camps in the hope of 
swaying the migrants during their critical three months’, reported the 
Cairns Post in November 1949 on the imminent closure of the camps.73

‘We have been very pleased to receive the many di%erent publications 
which Australia issues about its immigration program. In fact, your 
government’s information department is the most active of any which we 
have come into contact with’, Michael de Sherbinnen wrote to Murphy on 
4 March 1949.74 Another observer working with the YMCA in Germany 
and Austria also witnessed the output of the Australian publicity 
machine "rsthand. In preparing a new exhibit on resettlement, he noted 
that thanks to the ‘splendid’ material sent by Australia, ‘the Australian 
section of the exhibit is by far the most complete and impressive’.75 Such 
praise, while welcome, hints at the extraordinary e%orts of Australian 

72 Report and Recommendations for the Chairman of the Interdepartmental Committee 
on Migration Policy Regarding Publicity, NAA: CP815/1, 021.14.

73 Cairns Post, 10 November 1949, 1.
74 Letter from Michael de Sherbinnen (IRO) to Hugh Murphy, 4 March 1949, NAA: 
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authorities to present a positive image in the face of considerable 
competition from other countries, and a lack of enthusiasm among many 
DPs for the Australian resettlement scheme. #e United States was the El 
Dorado of destinations. Kathryn Hulme recalled the e%orts she and her 
IRO colleagues made to remind DPs about other countries, after the US 
"nally opened its doors a crack in late 1948. ‘Despite the pitfalls in the 
US scheme visible to all’, she writes, ‘so many DPs wanted to switch to it 
from their sure bets like Belgium, Australia and Canada, that we began 
to publicise letters from satis"ed customers in those countries to take the 
mass mind o% the gold-paved streets of Neuyorke Amerika’.76

Did the DPs actually receive this extraordinary volume of material so 
carefully put together for their consumption? Did it make an impact? 
‘Australian publicity in the British Zone is almost non-existent’, Barsdell 
complained in his "rst few weeks in the job, describing how in various 
camps he had visited, there was not a single page in evidence. ‘#e blame is 
not all on the other side’, he wrote. ‘We are as much to blame as anybody. I 
found 23 "lms and thousands of booklets in the cellar at our immigration 
headquarters in Cologne. How long they had remained there I do not know, 
but I can assure you they are not there now.’77 By mid-1949, it is certain 
that publicity was getting through, as Barsdell promised his superiors it 
would, by which stage Australia was receiving hundreds of thousands of 
DPs on IRO chartered ships. How much this was to do with a pervasive 
sense in the camps that their options were rapidly narrowing, and how 
much it was a result of a successful publicity campaign on Australia’s part, 
is di!cult to gauge. Certainly, the disappointment DPs experienced after 
their arrival in Australia is well documented. #e expectations raised 
by the Australian campaign in the camps were frequently ill met, and 
accusations of being sold the scheme on ‘false pretenses’ were heard by 
DPs who wished to return to Europe.78

Popular thinking has framed postwar immigration as a one-directional 
narrative of rescue and new beginnings for those DPs lucky enough to 
come to Australia. Yet the fervent recruitment campaign suggests that 
there was also resistance to the idea of an Australian homeland, or a lack 
of interest in it, among Europe’s displaced. What the presentation of 
Australia through its publicity material also demonstrates are the desires 
of a postwar generation of leaders keen to build Australia in the image 
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of a youthful, vigorous and industrious nation still secure within the old 
walls of British Australia. Associations of home, freedom and aspiration 
that informed the Australian recruitment campaigns in the DP camps of 
Occupied Europe fed into wider discourses that were increasingly used to 
explain the DPs in Cold War terms as victims of Communist persecution. 
Above all, there would never again be a campaign of this scope or 
magnitude to lure refugees to make Australia home. #e only information 
campaigns Australia runs now in the refugee camps of distant places are 
those that depict Australia as unwelcoming and too far away, precisely 
the image that the postwar planners tried so hard to overcome.
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